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Summary

The gap between rhetoric and reality, between promise and performance lies at the heart of everything
Edison does. 

As a start-up firm in the early 1990's, Edison promised investors a fast route to wealth by buying into a
sure-fire solution to problems facing urban education all over the United States. Now--as it has yet to turn a
profit--it pleads that innovation takes time. 

Edison tells local school districts that they can achieve miracles at a reasonable price, only to cost them
more for only marginal gains in performance.

 Edison boasts that they can do a better job than the existing public schools, but then resents it when
evaluators compare their performance  with other, comparable schools in a district and finds no appreciable
difference. At that point, Edison insists that comparisons are inappropriate--they should be measured only
against what they promised to do. 

 Edison is now trying to lure a handful of politicians and neighborhood activists in Philadelphia with the
promise of 'community control' � conjuring up the image of a  charter school with more money. But its own
report calls for ways to bring the  �costs of charter schools � under control. This is a franchising operation,
and an Edison School in a  neighborhood would be the educational counterpart to a Wendy's, no matter who
is nominally allowed to manage it. 

And now Chris Whittles tells a Philadelphia reporter that,  � we've been training for this for 13 years, in 50
cities. We've invested $500 million to figure out, 'How do you turn around struggling schools?" when
they �ve managed only  one high school in the United States for more than four years with a dropout rate of
low income and special education kids no different from anywhere else.

Edison tells us that we need them because we �re really sick. 

The question remains: would you let these people perform surgery on you?



I. Edison � s Prescription-Can We Afford the Risk?

"If you look at most revolutionary companies in the medical field, they'll go 10, 15, 20 years of investing
before they make any money. �

This was the answer that Chris Whittle, CEO of Edison Schools,  gave to Mensah Dean of the Daily News,
when asked how he would justify the failure of his company to make a profit over the past ten years.

We were not aware that Edison Schools sees itself as a  biotechnology firm, but the medical metaphor is
useful.

Within this framework, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania becomes Philadelphia �s HMO � taking our
money in tax revenues, but then refusing to give it back to meet our most pressing needs. Right now, the
Commonwealth sits on $1.2  billion in a  �rainy day �  fund that amounts to nearly 6% of the State  budget.
Last year,  the Ridge administration sent $300 million dollars back to property owners in $100 rebates � all
money that might have been used for our schools. 

But since this  patient known as the Philadelphia School District does remains quite sick � educationally and
fiscally � HMO Pennsylvania has turned to a doctor of its choosing � Edison Schools-- to develop a plan for
recovery and then take responsibility for making it work. Edison �s mission impossible � and they did choose
to accept it  � was to determine how we might achieve educational improvement in Philadelphia without a
significant infusion of new money.   Edison has received $2.7 million just for developing its plan � enough
to hire 50 teachers in Philadelphia for a  year. Now Edison is recommending a prescription for recovery that
will bring another $40 million in management fees to the company and give it operational control over our
entire  School District. 

Governor Schweiker describes this  Edison prescription as a  � proposal �  and says he welcomes a  � vigorous
community conversation. �  He has handed it to Philadelphia as an ultimatum, however, with all the
flexibility of an HMO simply telling a patient what to do.

What are we to make of  Edison �s Prescription, however? 

Is it based on a sound analysis of the City and our efforts to improve education over the past five years? 

If we adopt Edison �s recommendations, will that be enough to create the School District that we want--
where students achieve and the community grows stronger?

Does Edison Schools have the  experience needed to solve the specific problems that the School District of
Philadelphia now faces, both educationally and fiscally?

Is Edison establishing the kind of relationship with the leadership and the people of Philadelphia that will
be essential to the success of any undertaking of this magnitude?

The answer to all four questions is  � no. �  

Edison �s diagnosis shows little understanding of the City of Philadelphia and what it will take to build a
strong school system here.

Given its lack of understanding of the City, its recommendations fall far short of what we need.

In any event, Edison lacks the requisite experience to implement even the program that it is
recommending � let alone any broader initiative. Not only has it never managed a school district, it has not
yet produced a high school graduate from one of its schools.  Yet now � like a general practitioner
volunteering to perform open heart surgery for the very first time � it is now preparing to fix all our schools
and manage our entire system.
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Moreover, as the enforcer for what amounts to a hostile takeover of our schools, Edison is demonstrating
that it doesn � t care what most of our elected officials and active citizens think.  As long as  Harrisburg pays
them, they will come. They seem to think that their opposition will disappear as soon as they �re installed in
power. They are quite wrong. Edison has managed to bring elected officials and citizen groups together
against them who haven �t worked together in some time. And the sentiment here, simply, is that we have
just begun to fight and we certainly know how..
 
This is Edison � s prescription for Philadelphia.

Clearly, a second opinion is in order.

II. Edison �s Diagnosis � Defining the Problems to Fit Its Solutions

 � The PSD (Philadelphia School District) has been plagued with persistently poor academic performance, �
Edison reminds us,  � as demonstrated by low rates of proficiency, high dropout rates, and low attendance. �
It acknowledges that this  � dismal academic performance �  could be due to a number of factors , including
the fact that a  �  substantial number of PSD �s students are economically disadvantaged. �  Edison admits that
 � children in poverty are at much greater risk for learning and behavioral problems, health problems, as well
as abuse and neglect, �  but for some reason, these are  � outside the scope of our review. �  This is roughly
equivalent to measuring the cancer rate near a nuclear power plant, but claiming that plant emissions are
 � outside the scope of our review. �

Not to worry, though, because Edison tells that  � other school districts of similar size � namely Houston,
Clark County (Las Vegas), and Broward Country (Ft. Lauderdale) � have historically outperformed the PSD
academically while spending less money. �

 Even a graduate from the Philadelphia school system might notice that cities of similar size may differ
considerably in their levels of economic distress.  

Since Edison itself cites child poverty as a possible problem, the following are the child poverty rates in 
Philadelphia and the three cities that Edison �s analysts believe to be  � similar, �  as of the 1990 census:

  Child Poverty in Edison � s  � Similar �  Cities

City/County Under 18  Poverty Under 18    Child Poverty Ra te

Philadelph ia 359,089 112,622 31.36%

Houston 435,602 128,602 29.52%

Browa rd Cou nty 256,272 37,717 14.72%

Clark C ounty 180,604 25,371 14.05%

Obviously, only Houston approaches Philadelphia �s level of child poverty. Broward and Clark County
aren � t even close.

There two are other critical differences between Philadelphia and Houston, however, that more than
account for our relative disadvantage.

First, child poverty notwithstanding, the number of people in Houston with college degrees or better is
significantly greater than in Philadelphia � again, as of the 1990 census:
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Philadelphia vs. Houston-% of Adults With BA or Better

City/County Over18 BA or Better  % w/BA or Better

Philadelph ia 1,206,920 175,336 14.5%

Houston 1,195,070 268,024 22.4%

  
Obviously, parents with college degrees are in a position to provide greater educational support to their
children, but these are in short supply in Philadelphia.

Indeed, as a  �blue-collar �  town, dropping out of high school in Philadelphia was the rule, not the exception,
over the past forty years. Consider these grim statistics:

      % of Philadelphia Adults Without High School Diplomas

Year Total +25 W/O D iploma % w/o Diploma

1960 1,211,497 839,721 69.3%

1970 1,121,929 674,138 60.1%

1980 1,026,405 469,067 45.7%

1990 1,024,833 365,713 35.7%

           

This is the legacy of a manufacturing city where formal education was not needed to achieve economic
success. To this day, most of the City �s economic development strategy is focused on creating service jobs
in the hospitality industry where, again, high school diplomas aren �t required. We are desperate to hold
what remains of manufacturing and to restore our Navy Yard � again, to build a future that looks like the
past. Does any of this sound like Houston, Ft. Lauderdale, or Los Vegas? That these cities would be listed
side-by-side for any reason is outright laughable. Indeed, the statistics merely document what anyone who
knows anything about Philadelphia already knows.

There is one final area that sets us apart from Edison �s  � similar cities �  list, and that is the percentage of
school-aged children attending parochial and private schools:

         Edison �s  � Similar Cities � : Public vs. Private School Enrollment

    School

City/County Families Enrollment    Public

School

   Private School

Philadelph ia 381,339 271,760 72.8% 27.2%

Houston 391,833 297,665 92.3% 7.7%

Browa rd Cou nty 337,284 168,078 87.1% 12.9%

Clark C ounty 191,468 114,576 94.5% 5.7%

 

It turns out that more than twice the percentage of students attend private schools in this city than in
Broward Country and more than three times the percentage in Houston and Clark County. Nor is this
simply a reflection of the weakness of the public school system. Philadelphia �s Catholic school system and
our Friends Schools have a legacy and a life all their own. But it is also true that many of the better students
in the City end up in private or parochial schools for obvious resons. If they don � t succeed, however, they
have to leave. And where do they end up? In the public schools. This is a constant complaint of our
teachers. But the analysts from Edison don �t take any of this into account in its assessment of these
 � comparable �  districts.

The point here is that there are good reasons why Philadelphia �s public schools aren �t doing as well overall
as their counterparts in Houston, Broward County, and Clark County. More of our students  live in poverty.
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Fewer of our students have parents who went to college � or who even completed high school. A higher
percentage of our best students end up in private and parochial schools. 

These are all obvious problems facing our schools, which anyone associated with them know. Even with
$2.7 million at its disposal, Edison seems not have noticed � or to have cared.

If Edison �s analysts underestimate the obstacles facing our public schools, they also glide over our most
serious failure � namely, to achieve measurable improvement in our neighborhood high schools. Governor
Schweiker drove this home by charging that only 13% of Philadelphia �s 11th  graders could read a
newspaper with comprehension � this based on a  nationally standardized test.

Edison points to the problem in a roundabout way.  �An analysis of SAT-9 scores, �  they note,  � indicate
some progress, but again, not enough to significantly improve graduation rates and are still well below
aspirations. Mean scores for mathematics and reading for the past three years (1998-2000) on the SAT-9 are
 �below basic � for middle and high school, suggesting less than partial mastery. The performance gap is
already large by 7th grade, when the mean score for PSD student falls  more than 100 points below the
threshold for  �below basic. �  By11th grade, the gap is more than 320 points. �  

All true � sad to say, but what does this demonstrate?

It is easier to see what �s happening in terms of schools. Here, the SAT-9 test scores for 2000 � easily
accessed through the School District � s web site � are revealing.

87 of Philadelphia �s 182 elementary schools which administer the SAT-9 test have now reached the
point where 60% of their students are at  �basic � or better. That �s almost half the elementary schools
in Philadelphia. 

By contrast, in all but one of Philadelphia �s 23 neighborhood high schools, fewer than 20% of the
students test at  �basic �  or better.  The one exception  is Washington High, where 35% are at  �basic �  or
above � still way below where it should be.  In Audenreid and Olney High, moreover,  96% of the students
are  �below basic � � virtually the entire school.

And the deterioriation in performance is well underway by the time students reach middle school. Here,
there are only four middle schools out of 33 where more than 80% of the students are at basic or
better � Conwell, Cook-Wissahickon, Stanton, and Baldi. There are six middle schools where more
than 80% of the students are testing  �below basic �  � De Burgos, Barratt, Fitzsimmons, Pickett,
Elverson, and Shoemaker. Overall, a majority of the students in 2/3 of our middle schools are testing
at  �below basic �  or worse. Obviously, most of these middle-school  students never catch up. If they get to
high school through some form of social promotion, they continue to fail. And many of them drop out.

This is obviously a problem of major proportions which five years of  � Children Achieving �  has done little
to solve. Why, then, is it so carefully buried in the statistical language of Edison �s report? 

The answer is that Edison Schools has yet to solve this problem either. The implications here are
considerable, undermining the entire framework of their recommendations. This failing is all the more
serious given that no one in the public debate over Edison has even noticed.

But this is just what Edison � s diagnosis intends to do. By ignoring the most serious problems that face our
schools, they can focus our attention entirely on matters where they claim expertise � redesigning
curriculum, repainting schools, holding principals and teachers accountable to  �tough �  standards of
performance. Likely, some of these measures will make a difference in some schools � but not in others.
That � s been the overall track record of Edison around the country.

But the critical point for Philadelphia is that Edison has virtually no experience whatsoever in solving the
most serious problem that we face � namely, the inability to translate performance gains at the elementary
school level into improvements through the system. Edison itself is in unchartered territory here and
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1Gary Miron and Brooks Applegate,  �An Evaluation of Edison Schools Opened in 1995
and 1996", (Kalamazoo, Michigan: Evaluation Center, Western Michigan University, 2000), p.
14.

Philadelphia will end up being its guinea pig. Is this really what we want our schools to become?

III. Edison � s Cure � Entering Into Unchartered Territory

Edison is now managing 136  schools across the United States.

It has yet to produce a high school graduate. 

This was the response of Reverend Floyd Flake, President of Edison Charter Schools, to a question posed at
the annual meeting of the Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition (October 25th, 2001), where
Reverend Flake was the featured speaker.  � How have your students done in college? �  was the question.
 � We haven � t gotten that far yet, �  was the answer.

This is borne out by the directory of schools listed on its web site. Only 5 out of 136  schools even go
through 12th grade and most of these were established within the last two years. The one senior high school
with some longevity is the Mt. Clemens Junior and Senior Academy created in 1996 as a school within a
middle school in Mt. Clemens, Michigan.

An independent evaluation of Mt. Clemens � and a number of other Edison schools-- undertaken by
researchers at the University of Western Michigan yielded several disturbing findings. Their report speaks
for itself:

Mt. Clemens Secondary Academies is a district contract school established in 1996. Both the Edison
        middle school and the Edison high school share a common building with their district's only other

middle and  high school. Edison reported that the total enrollment in the secondary academies
totaled 481 for the  1999-00 school year. Data on ethnic composition (for 1997-98) indicates
slightly more white (62.9 percent) than nonwhite students. According to data presented in
Edison's annual reports, the proportion of students receiving special education has dropped in
recent years (11.4 percent in 1997-98 and 7.9 percent in 1999-00). The proportion of students
qualifying for free or reduced lunches has dropped even more sharply (27 percent in 1997-98
down to 12.5 percent in 1999-00).1

So in the only  high school that Edison has managed for as long as five years,  a sizeable portion of its
poorest and most challenged students have dropped out. And this is the  �track record � that Edison will apply
to our high schools in Philadelphia. If you required serious surgery, would you hire a doctor who had never
performed the operation? Yet this is exactly what Governor Schweiker and Edison Schools wants
Philadelphia to do.

Edison �s general approach to improving high schools would take years to implement.  � Please note that
Edison contracts typically are for k-12 schools �  they say on their web site,  �which usually open as k-5
schools and expand each year, one academy at a time. �  So if implemented on this basis,  it would  take 5 to
7 years more to learn whether this long-range plan for improvement would work. 

Edison has modified its strategy for Philadelphia, however.  Here, they propose to select 60 to 80 schools
 � suitable for private management �  that would be comprised of 5 to 7 K-12 groups,  � each group consisting
of  high school and the elementary and middle schools that feed into it. Selection of actual schools for this
group would be based primarily on academic performance. However, strong community support for
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2 Edison Schools,  � Strengthening the Performance of the Philadelphia School District, �
(Harrisburg: Edison Schools, 2001), p. 34.

3Ibid., p. 58.

4 Beth Aronstamm Young,  � Characteristics of the 100 Largest Public Elementary and
Secondary School Districts in the United States: 1998-99 (Washington, DC: National Council on
Education Statistics, 1999)  http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2000/100largest/discussion.html#Overview

significant school reform, attendance rates, and graduation rates should also be important criteria. � 2

Sound familiar? It should. What Edison is now proposing is the cluster system under David Hornbeck �s
Children Achieving that we have just dismantled. Both the system and the rationale behind it are the same.
We create a network of schools linked to a high school to achieve continuity in curriculum and
development. We use the network to build support from groups in the surrounding neighborhoods. And as
students work their way through the system, they improve. This was Hornbeck �s argument for the clusters
back in 1995 and it made sense. But it didn �t work. Whatever we gained at the elementary school level
didn � t stick later on. And yet this now what Edison wants us to try again--this time using a better, more
integrated curriculum. This is beginning to feel like the movie  � Ground Hog Day. �

The other breathtaking proposal from Edison appears in the cost-saving section. While  every other group
that has examined our schools has stressed the importance of smaller classes � meaning, more teachers--
Edison insists  that we can cut the number of teachers in the system over the next 3 to 5 years and still
improve the quality of education. In their words,  � while this right-sizing (Edison �s term for cutting
personnel) will reduce instructional personnel, this reduction can be accomplished while maintaining, and
even improving, student performance levels through an intensive educational program including stronger
teacher support mechanisms (e.g, coordinated professional development, lead teacher roles.)3

And on what basis does Edison make this startling claim? Well, it � s those  �comparable �  districts again.
They argue that  � the District �s 1.9:1 student-teacher ration suggests that the PSD has 11% more teachers
than the average urban district (18.7 ratio) and 4 percent more than an average  of the top U.S 100. school
districts (17.5 ratio). �  Once again, Edison is comparing districts in terms of size, without regard to the
widely disparate  economic and social conditions between them.  As the National Council of Education
Statistics where Edison got its information notes in an overview of these districts,  � the 100 largest school
districts are not homogeneous and certain student characteristics, such as race/ethnicity, poverty level, and
disability status, vary across the districts... The percentage of Title I students in these Districts varies from
less than 1 to 95%. � 4 So how can Edison propose that we use this broad group of districts as a basis for any
comparison, let alone to justify something as reducing the number of teachers needed to help at-risk,
disadvantaged young people succeed at school?

This time, however,  Edison includes Detroit as a  �comparable �  city. Detroit certainly suffers from a low
educational level. 38% of Detroit �s adults over 18 don � t have high school diplomas � as opposed to 34% for
Philadelphia. There are fewer college graduates in Detroit (8.5% vs. 14.5% for Philadelphia).

But since Edison Schools seems to think that Detroit �s teacher/student ratios in Detroit justify cutting the
instructional staff in Philadelphia,  it is important to note how well their high schools are doing.  The
following � from their web site � are the test scores, based on the MAT Exam.
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         Detroit H igh Sc hools

At or Above Grade Level in & &

Math Reading Science School Math Reading Science

Chadsey 32% 14% 17% King 51% 36% 38%

Central 14% 7% 8% Mum ford 16% 11% 11%

Cody 19% 16% 24% Murray-Wright 26% 26% 23%

Cooley 20% 15% 13% Northern 12% 6% 11%

Crosman 80% 6% 6% Northwestern 18% 9% 11%

Davis Aerospace 36% 19% 42% Osborn 18% 10% 15%

Detroit C ity 71% 36% 88% Pershing 13% 11% 10%

Detroit:Pe rf.Arts 46% 39% 38% Redford 20% 7% 18%

Frederick Douglas 12% 6% 31% Renaissance 89% 80% 77%

Finney 13% 9% 8% Southeastern 17% 80% 11%

Ford 11% 8% 11% Southwestern 17% 16% 19%

Kettering 9% 7% 9% Tro mb ly 25% 80% 4%

W este rn Intl. 28% 14% 22%

So do these scores demonstrate that a distressed city can maintain a high teacher/student ratio and still
provide quality education? With successes like Detroit, who needs failures? And the one high school that
appears to be doing well in Detroit � the Detroit City School, with 88% of the students at grade level in
science and 71% in at grade level in math turns out to have an enrollment of 133 students with 97 staff.

There are a number of other recommendations in the Edison analysis, ranging from strengthening classroom
security, to improving the District �s information systems, to alternative approaches to reorganizing the
District as a whole. It is not my intent here to examine all of these, since they are incidental to the primary
strategy for educational improvement that will determine whether our School District succeeds or  fails.

 A general point is in order, however. The Hornbeck administration emphasized site-based
management � meaning that within the context of broad goals, individual schools and school clusters could
act on their own.  In large organizations, this can and often does lead to fragmentation, duplication, and
administrative chaos. Edison is proposing to centralize many of these functions again, in order to achieve
economies of scale. Here, the risks lie in creating administrative bottlenecks at the top which make it
impossible for anything to get done. A teacher can �t even get chalk without approval from central
procurement which, in turn, can �t easily process all these demands. . Teachers in Edison Schools around the
country report that it can take months for the organization to deliver the books and computers that they
promise to provide. That is the risk of overcentralization and it is ironic, indeed, that an organization
brought in to downsize a centralized bureaucracy in  fact proposing to place more power in its hands.

The gap between rhetoric and reality, between promise and performance lies at the heart of everything
Edison does. 

As a start-up firm in the early 1990's, Edison promised investors a fast route to wealth by buying into a
sure-fire solution to problems facing urban education all over the United States. Now--as it has yet to turn a
profit--it pleads that innovation takes time. 

Edison tells local school districts that they can achieve miracles at a reasonable price, only to cost them
more for only marginal gains in performance.
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Edison boasts that they can do a better job than the existing public schools, but then resents it when
evaluators compare their performance  with other, comparable schools in a district and finds no appreciable
difference. At that point, Edison insists that comparisons are inappropriate--they should be measured only
against what they promised to do. 

Edison is now trying to lure a handful of politicians and neighborhood activists in Philadelphia with the
promise of 'community control'--sort of, charter schools with more money. But its own report calls for ways
to bring the  �costs of charter schools � under control. This is a franchising operation, and bringing an Edison
School to your neighborhood would be the educational counterpart to a Wendy's, no matter who is
nominally allowed to manage it. 

And now Chris Whittles tells a Philadelphia reporter that,  � we've been training for this for 13 years, in 50
cities. We've invested $500 million to figure out, 'How do you turn around struggling schools?" when
they �ve managed just one high school for more than four years with a dropout rate of low income and
special education kids no different from anywhere else.

Edison tells us that we need them because we �re really sick. 

The question remains: would you let these people perform surgery on you?

IV. The Political Context � Better to Be Feared than Loved

 � We believe, �  Edison tells us,  � that by creating the right organizational and political context and by 

committing to a comprehensive improvement plan, PSD to become a national model for performance
improvement in a struggling urban school district. �

The  �political context �  surrounding Edison has already been created.

The Governor is trying to impose ot on the City of Philadelphia against the will of what is turning out to be
a remarkably united community.

Edison �s advocates in the legislature were so embarrassed at their own   takeover bill that they had to
introduce it late at night as an amendment to another bill so that they could pass it before the people of
Philadelphia � and the rest of the Commonwealth, for that matter � would even know it was happening.

Of seven State Senators from Philadelphia, six voted against it.

Of 26 State Representatives from Philadelphia, 21 voted against it.

The Mayor of Philadelphia called the Edison Prescription  �fantasyland � when it was finally released..

15 of 17 members of our City Council signed a resolution opposing the takeover, after sponsoring hearings
on Edison Schools that the company did not even have the courtesy to attend.
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Our representatives in the House of Representatives are now united in their opposition to Edison � and
Representative Chaka Fattah, whose years of experience in urban education helped him land a seat on the
House Appropriations Committee � is now actively organizing against Edison.

Both local newspapers have come out against the Edison takeover, along with our Home and School
Association, the Parents �  Union, the Student Union and Youth United for Change, a broad range of laobr
unions, and virtually every major advocacy group that has worked to improve education in Philadelphia for
the past 25 years. 

This is the  �political context � that Edison has helped create. They tell us that in other imposed  �turnarounds �
it did not matter  � how the Governing Body was selected as by what that body did. �  Yet even they admit that
 � very few state (or city) turnarounds of local districts can be considered unqualified successes. �  The returns
are in on this  �political context �  and it � s a loser. But Edison doesn �t care.

In effect, Edison seems to be guided by Macchiavelli �s principle in The Prince that  � it is much safer be
feared than loved.. �    That they believe that they can work successfully in Philadelphia on this basis  � a
place which values personal relationships in neighborhoods and politics above just  about everything else--
ought by itself to disqualify them from the assignment.

V. The Edison Prescription-A Second Opinion

Edison may be a business, but it has no business running the Philadelphia School District.

It has misdiagnosed our problems, in order to fit their prescribed solutions.

It has no track record whatsoever in running an entire school district and has managed only one high school
for more than two years.

It projects success for its efforts based on  �comparable �  cities that are not comparable to Philadelphia in any
meaningful way.

It has chosen to involve itself here not through some meaningful process of negotiation and dialogue with
the leadership and the people of this city, but as the enforcer of an imposed takeover by what amounts now
to a Colonial Government in Harrisburg.

There are huge educational and fiscal problems facing our School District. The illnesses are quite real.

Edison Schools is not the cure.


